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Pretty
Practical

While remodeling an SLC kitchen, a fearless
design team proves this all-important space
can be as fabulous as it is functional.
BY BRAD MEE

S

kitchen’s must-have
list with all things practical and professional, from fixtures to finishes. For them, the
space is all about the food-prep function of
the space. You know—cooking, cleaning,
noshing and the likes. Not so for Stacey Soinski. For
her family’s hub-of-the-home, she prioritized pretty.
And for someone who uses her kitchen to
entertain more than to whip up eight-course
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meals, why not? A kitchen can be as stunning and
sophisticated as it is sensible, right? Absolutely,
say designers Elizabeth Wixom and Kimberly Rasmussen of ElizabethKimberly Design. Proving it,
this duo—along with Soinski and kitchen designer
Kent Jackson—uniquely remodeled the room,
filling it with elements that dish out as much style
as they do fare for the homeowners’ family and
friends. Following are 10 of our favorites:

SPECIAL TOUCH

White crown molding is
confined to the ceiling’s
trays. The cabinets’ gray
crown tops the walls and
cabinetry. “By separating
different crowns, you eliminate the eyesore created
when dissimilar profiles,
sizes and finishes collide at
a seam,” says Rasmussen.

1
LIGHT-FILLED, LUMINOUS SPACE
Natural light floods the remodeled room, reflecting off a mix of radiant finishes and fixtures. “Everything has a gloss and glisten to it,”
says Rasmussen. Gray-stained white oak floors and light gray cabinets
and walls gleam with high-gloss finishes, as do polished marble
countertops, sparkling nickel hardware and lacquered furnishings.
Overhead, tray ceilings trimmed with white molding lift the eye and
delineate the room’s kitchen and dining zones. Noticeably wide walkways expand the room, encouraging light to freely flow throughout.

Cabinets

Walls

LIGHT PEWTER

WATER CRACKER

Benjamin Moore

by Kwal Paints
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2

ENTERTAINMENT ISLAND

3

DECORATIVE TRAY

Devoid of a sink, cutting surfaces or a multilevel top, this island is all about dining and
entertaining. Conversation corners allow
guests to sit as they would at a table rather
than perched elbow-to-elbow in a straight
row. “The island is like a casual dining table,” says Wixom. Swivel chairs take the stiffness out of countertop seating, and outdoor
fabric makes the light upholstery worry-free.
Sparkling accents bejewel each chair.

A large tray protects the island countertop
from accessories marring the surface. “The
display is a focal point in the room, and the
tray creates its parameters,” says Rasmussen.

SPECIAL TOUCH

White laminate faces the
underside of the island’s
overhang, creating an
attractive and snag-free
surface for seated guests.

4
SPECIAL
TOUCH

Matching fixtures hang
over the dining table,
preventing the visual clutter that dissimilar lighting
fixtures can create in a
clean-lined room.
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SPECIAL TOUCH

Large transparent vases
provide proper scale without
blocking light with their
oversized forms.

SHADED LIGHTS
“The juxtaposition of the traditional
pleated shades and contemporary polished
nickel fixture mimics the same style mix
showcased throughout the entire house,”
says Wixom. The design team exaggerated
the size of the over-the-island light fixture
to suit the large scale of the island below.

5

STYLISH SINK AREA
The stainless steel farmhouse sink
coordinates with stainless steel appliances, adding texture and color to
the room. Three windows form the
large bay window, allowing bright
light to gleam across the 2 1/2-inch
thick Calcutta marble countertops
and matching backsplash. Symmetrically positioned cabinetry fosters
the room’s balanced, calming design.

SPECIAL TOUCH

The outlets and lighting are located on
the underside of the upper cabinets rather
than on the backsplash. This eliminates
the need to cut into the marble and leaves
the slab backsplash’s elegant surface
uninterrupted and easy to clean.
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6
CUSTOM CABINETS
Throughout the kitchen, Jackson’s
custom cabinets feature modified,
inset face frame design. Each door
and drawer boasts a hand-applied
bead detail. Here, drawer-front doors
stylishly open to large easy-to-use,
pullout drawers and shelves.

SPECIAL TOUCH

To foster the room’s sleek style, nickel
hardware is used throughout the space .

7
APPLIANCE GARAGE
The designers creatively transformed
an empty corner into a storage
compartment concealed by a Häfele
stainless steel tambour door.

SPECIAL TOUCH
Housing a toaster and coffee machine in the
appliance garage creates a one-stop, efficient
breakfast center.

8
CUSTOM HOOD
Created by Sheet Metal Specialties in SLC,
a large custom hood anchors the nook
housing the range and framing cabinets.
“The hood fits so precisely that the drywall had to be installed after the hood was
placed,” says Wixom.

SPECIAL TOUCH

The satin nickel pot filler is a historic replica that
matches the sink’s faucet.
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9
BUILT-IN CHINA HUTCH
A storage-rich china hutch extends from
floor to ceiling, anchoring the dining
room with its mass. The furniture-like
piece matches the kitchen’s cabinetry and
countertop, making the kitchen appear to
extend into the chic dining area.

SPECIAL TOUCH

The hutch’s mirrored backsplash adds sparkle and
reflected light to the piece’s countertop area.

10
REFINISHED TABLE
Wixom and Rasmussen transformed the
Soinskis’ brown-stained dining table and
chairs with a shimmering high-gloss lacquer finish in a color matching the room’s
white molding (painted Benjamin Moore’s
White Dove). The updated side chairs
boast seats upholstered in mohair—one of
the most durable fabrics available.

SPECIAL TOUCH

Large, linen-covered wing
chairs serve as host chairs at
the table’s ends, adding scale
while relaxing the formality of
the dining set’s period style.

THE ENLIGHTENED KITCHEN
KENT JACKSON , designer with Teerlink Cabinet, works with discerning clients throughout Utah. The savvy advice he shares includes:
Don’t design within exist-

den behind doors if desired.

require expert craftsman-

ing parameters . Determine

Strike a design balance. Too

ship. A modified inset face

what the room can be rather

many drawers looks like a

frame design, also requiring

than what it currently is.

dresser, too many doors

experienced execution, is a

looks cheap and impractical.

less expensive way to get the
high-style look.

Solid-surface island tops
are in, step-up bars are out.

If you want a backsplash

The latter are dysfunctional

unmarred by outlets, install

High gloss finishes reveal

and don’t really hide anything

under-cabinet outlets and

any imperfection in cabinetry

behind them.

lighting. If you leave appli-

and demand perfect crafts-

ances out on the counter,

manship and installation of

When it comes to lighting,

however, it is best to locate

the product.

think big. The row of tiny

the outlets in the backsplash

pendants is passé.

to avoid unsightly cords from

Remember, value extends

permanently reaching up to

beyond the price tag. Experi-

the underside of cabinets.

ence, vision, expertise and

Consider where you use
Kitchen
Designer
Kent
Jackson

drawers and doors . Under-

qualified craftsmanship all

counter drawers provide

Inset face frame cabinets

contribute to a well-designed

accessibility and can be hid-

have tight tolerances and

and -crafted kitchen.
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